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ESCAPE RATE FOR 2-DIMENSIONAL BROWNIAN MOTION
CONDITIONED TO BE TRANSIENT AND APPLICATION

TO ZYGMUND FUNCTIONS

ELIZABETH ANN HOUSWORTH

Abstract. The escape rate of a 2-dimensional Brownian motion conditioned

to be transient is determined to be P{X(t) < f(t) i.o. as t î 00} = 0 or 1

according as J2T=i e" 1°8/(*'") < or = 00 . The result is used to construct

a complex-valued Zygmund function—as a lacunary series—whose graph does

not have ff-finite linear Hausdorff measure. This contrasts the result of Mauldin

and Williams that the graphs of all real-valued Zygmund functions have ff-finite

linear Hausdorff measure.

Introduction

A 1-dimensional Brownian motion conditioned not to hit the origin is equiv-

alent to the radial part of a 3-dimensional Brownian motion [11] whose escape

rate is known [6]. In other terminology, a Bessel process of index 1 conditioned

not to exit (0, 00) is a Bessel process of index 3. Given the scaling proper-

ties of Bessel processes, it can be shown using Durrett's arguments [5, p. 97]

and determining the resulting generator that a Bessel process of index a for

1 < a < 2 conditioned not to exit (0, 00) is equivalent to a Bessel process of

index 4 - a. The escape rate of Bessel processes has been determined in Shiga

and Watanabe [16]. As is noted in [16], the proof is essentially due to Motoo

(see, for instance, [12, p. 147] where the proof with integer indices carries over

trivially to arbitrary indices).

Since 2-dimensional Brownian motion already does not hit the origin, our
theorem gives the escape rate to infinity of 2-dimensional Brownian motion

conditioned to be transient by conditioning it not to hit the unit disk. An

integral test of the escape rate is given below and the proof is an adaptation

of a proof of Dvoretsky and Erdös [6] for the escape rate of Brownian motion

in dimensions greater than 2. The arguments of Dvoretsky and Erdös and of

Motoo rely on the scaling properties of Brownian motion. These arguments do

not apply to the diffusion under consideration here. Attempts to apply these

arguments to more general 1-dimensional diffusions have not succeeded beyond

the case of Bessel processes discussed by Shiga and Watanabe.
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844 E. A. HOUSWORTH

We then apply the escape rate result to the partial sums of the derivative of

a lacunary series in the Zygmund class in order to show that the graph does not

have cr-finite linear Hausdorff measure. This provides a complex counterexam-

ple to a theorem of Mauldin and Williams [ 14] asserting that the graphs of all

real-valued Zygmund functions do have a-finite linear Hausdorff measure.

This work is part of the author's dissertation written under the direction of

Loren Pitt who suggested the problem and provided generous guidance. The

author also gratefully acknowledges the support of the University of Virginia

and its mathematics department during her graduate studies. The analytic

counterexample was obtained later and the author also wishes to thank

Rodrigo Bañuelos and Burgess Davis for some helpful discussions.

Escape rate

Theorem 1. Let X(t) be the radial part of 2-dimensional Brownian motion con-

ditioned to go to oo by conditioning it to stay away from the closed unit disk,

D, up to time T and then letting T —> oo. The conditioned process, X(t), is

the radial part of a log\\z\\-transform of 2-dimensional Brownian motion killed

when it hits B. Let Qf be the conditional probability measure associated with

X(t) and X(0) = x > 1. For increasing functions, f(t) > 1, Qx{X(t) < f(t)

i.o., t î oo} = 0 or 1 according as ¿~^=x e"l°g/(e<?") < or= oo.

The theorem implies, for instance, that with probability one, X(t) falls below

exp{log«/loglog«} infinitely often but not below exp{log«/(loglogn)(1+£'} in-

finitely often.
Recall: A Markov process Y(t) with transition density q(t,x, y) is an h-

transform of another Markov process X(t) with transition density p(t, x, y) if

q(t, x, y) = (h(x))~xp(t, x, y)h(y). See, for reference, Durrett [5, Chapter 3].

From now on, p(t, x, y) will denote the transition density for 2-dimensional

Brownian motion, px(t, x, y) for 2-dimensional Brownian motion killed when

it hits D, and q(t, x, y) for 2-dimensional Brownian motion conditioned to

stay away from D.

We first show that this conditioning leads to a log ||z||-transform by arguing

similarly to Knight [11, Theorem 3.1]. Let Pz denote the probability measure

associated with 2-dimensional Brownian motion starting from z and qj the

joint densities of 2-dimensional Brownian motion given that B(t) does not hit

ID) up to time T. Then, setting 5(0) = z, we see that

qT(tx, ... , t„, zx, ... , zn)

-Unit      t        z        z)PZ"{™™«T-tn\\B(t)\\>l}
- [[Mtj - h-i, Zj-i , Zj)   pz{mini<r||Ä(0||>1}    •

Hunt [10] showed that the probability 2-dimensional Brownian motion

starting at a radius r does not hit the disk D by time T is asymptotic to

{log T}-'271 log r as T —► oo . Thus, as T —> oo ,

P*'{mint<T-tJB(t)\\ > 1}    | logHzJ
Pz{mint<T\\B(t)> 1||}       *  log||z||

and q(t, x,y) =px(t, x, >')log||y||(log||x||)-1, as claimed.

For the rest of the proof of the theorem, we make use of the scale function

for our diffusion X(t)  and the subsequent lemmas.   The scale function is a
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strictly increasing function on the state space (in our case (1, oo)) so that for

a <x <b in the state space, the probability starting from x that X(t) hits b

before a is equal to {s(x) - s(a)}/{s(b) - s (a)}.
The scale function also satisfies Gs(x) = 0 where G is the infinitesimal

generator for the diffusion (see, for reference, Knight [12, p. 176]). The in-

finitesimal generator for the radial part of 2-dimensional Brownian motion

killed when it hits D is well known to be Gf(x) = f"(x)/2 + f'(x)/(2x)
for bounded, continuous, twice differentiable functions / on (1, oo). Since

X(t) is a log x-transform of this process, the generator for X is

Gf(x) = ¡^ Q(/(*)logx)" + ~(f(x)\ogx)''\p

^"w+{¿+^}/,(

Thus it is easy to see that s(x) = -1/logx satisfies the requirements for the

scale function.

Lemma 1. For x > r, Qx{X(t) < r for some t > 0} = logr/logx.

Proof.

Qx{X(t) < r some t > 0} = lim Qx{X(t) hits r before b)
b—*OQ

s(b)-s(x)      logr
= lim —-j--— =-.   D

¿>—oo s(b) - s(r)      logx

Lemma 2. Assuming T > 1 and 1 < x < T/2,

logr       /rr_A

logT
- o(T~x)/logx < Qx{X(t) < r some t > T)

S ^ + 0(7--')/..**.

Remark. The constant 2.5 fits both the needs of the proof below for a constant
larger than 2 and the needs of later applications for a constant less than e .

Proof. For the upper bound, conditioning on whether X(T) < T2^  or not,

Qx{X(t) < r for some t > T} is smaller than

QX{X(T) < T2'5} + Qx{X(t) < r some t > T and X(T) > T2'5}.

However, Qy{X(t) < r some t > 0} is a decreasing function of y . Thus

Qx{X(t) < r some t > T} < QTV5{X(t) < r some t > 0}

+ QX{X(T)<T2'5},

< 2_5Jogr r2/5
logx

The lower bound is obtained by conditioning on whether X(T) > T or not.

Thus Qx{X(t) < r some t > T} is greater than

QT{X(t) < r some t > 0} - QX{X(T) > T} > ^ - QX{X(T) > T}.
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We now estimate

QX{X(T)<T2^}<   í Pl{T,x,z)l-^Mdz

logr2/5 r i       r-||z-x||2ï ,
< -r- / T^r exP {        or        \ dz ■

Since the integral becomes larger when made symmetric around the origin, we

can estimate instead the larger

iogr2/5 r i       r-||z||2\     < ttt4/5logr2/5 _ q(t~-x)

logx   7{||Z||<r2/5} 2nT       \   2T   J 27r7Togx logx

Similarly,

ôW)>n=  / Px(T,x,z)^^dz
J{\\z\\>T} loèx

f logJM|J_ í
J{\\z\\>T}    l0&X    lnT I

D

/{||z||>n   logx  2nT        \      2T

Since x < r/2, we can consider the larger integral

J{\\z\\>$t}    logx   2nT       \   2T   J logx

With these estimates we can complete the proof of Theorem l. To ease

notation, let en = ee".

In one direction, assume YJe-,!log/(e„) < 00. Let A„ be the event that

X(t) < f(t) for some t in the interval (en , en+x). Then

Qx(An) < Qx{X(t) < f(en+x) some t > en}

<2.5log/(g.+l)+o(g<r,)/logjc

which sums.   By the standard Borel-Cantelli theorem, we may now conclude

that QX(A„ i.o.) = 0.
The other direction is more complicated since the An's are not independent.

We make use of a generalized Borel-Cantelli theorem due to Kochen and Stone

[13]. We verify that if y>-" log/(é>„) = 00, then
(1) EQx(¿«) = <x> and
(2) Qx(AjAk) < cQx(Aj)Qx(Ak) for an absolute constant c and all k >

7 + 1.
We can then conclude that QX(A„ i.o.) > 0. Applying a remark of Durrett

[5, p. 104], will show that we have a 0-1 law for our conditioned process giving
Qx(An i.o.) = 1 .

First we show that YJ Qx(An) = 00, which follows from Lemma 2, since

QX(A„) > Qx{X(t) < f(e„) some t£(e„, en+x)}

> Qx{X(t) < f(en) some t > en}

- Qx{X(t) < f(e„) some t > en+x} .

Using Lemma 2 on both terms yields the lower bound

{_2Aynm_o{e-.l)ßoix.
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so Y, Qx(An) = oo . Note: this is where we needed the constant in Lemma 2 to

be chosen less than e .
Next we show fork>j+l, Qx(AjAk) < c • Qx(A¡)Qx(Ak) which also

follows from Lemma 2, since Qx(A¡Ak) is smaller than

Qx{X(t) < f(ej+i) some t£(ej,eJ+x) and X(t) < f(ek+x) some / £ (ek,ek+x)}.

Conditioning on whether at time T = exp[exp([/c + j]/2)], X(T) > T2^ or not

and estimating similar to above, we see that this is smaller than

Qx{X(t) < f(ej+x) some t > e,}

x QTV\X(t) < f(ek+x) some t > ek - T} + QX{X(T) < T2'5}

<

Qx(AjAk)<2'- fM _1W

log(<?* - T)

Since ek - T = ek(l - e\n{e(k+i)l2 - ek}) > ek(l - l/e), we see that,

,(2.5)2glogM+1)log/(gfc+1)

(e- l)eJek

We know via the proof that Y,Qx(An) = oo above that

Qx(Aj) > (1 - 2.5/e)e-nogf(ej) - o(e¡A)/logx.

We assume that f(t) < t so that replacing f(ef) with f(ej+x) in this inequality

poses at most a constant multiple change. If /(/) > t, then since X(t) will fall

below t infinitely often for large t, it will fall below f(t) too. The other

terms are small in comparison to Qx(Af)Qx(Ak). Consequently, Qx(AjAk) <

cQx(Ai)Gf(Ak).
By the generalized version of the Borel-Cantelli theorem in Kochen and Stone

[13], this is enough to conclude that QX{A¡ i.o.} > 0. However, we have a 0-1
law for our process according to the remark in Durrett [5, p. 104] as long as

we know that whenever 0 < u(z) < log||z||, u(z) harmonic in C\D, then

u(z) = clog||z||. We know that u(re'e) = ¿-ooi0«''" +ä^r-n}eine + clogr

(see, for instance, Axler [4, p. 248], The Logarithm Conjugation Theorem).

So -clogr < ]C-oo{ö"r" +a~I¿r~"}e",e < (1 - c)logr and integrating against

e~'"e on [-n, n] to pull off the «th coefficient yields for each n, -clogr <

{anrn -a~Z^r~n} < (1 - c)logr. For n ^¿ 0 this gives us a„ = 0, since r" for

positive n and r-" for negative n grow more rapidly than log r. Then the

only constant a0 + äö satisfying -clogr < a0 + ä~ä < (I - c)logr for all r > 1

isO.

Application to graphs of Zygmund functions

The Zygmund space, A*, consists of continuous functions with period 1

satisfying the smoothness requirement:

f(x + h) + f(x -h)- 2f(x)
S^-25- » < 00.
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Such functions may still be nondifferentiable. For reference, see [3]. The ana-

lytic Zygmund space, A*, consists of complex-valued Zygmund functions with

analytic extensions inside the unit disk (the disk being parameterized by e2nix ,

x £ [0, 1] ). An important subclass of Zygmund functions consists of lacunary

series of the form
oo

f'x) = Y ^e2ninkX    for which inf ^±1 = q > 1, n0 > 1, and H^IU < oo.
nk k    nk

Recall that Hausdorff measure, mn is defined as

mh(A) = liminf |^/!{diam(J5„)}: Ac[jBn, diam(ß„) < ej

and that linear Hausdorff measure is determined by h(x) = x and is denoted

by mx.
Mauldin and Williams [14] have shown that the graph of all real-valued Zyg-

mund functions have er-finite linear Hausdorff measure. Anderson and Pitt [3,

Theorem 6.4] proved this result by considering the behavior of the difference

quotients. The problem in covering the graph occurs above the set where the dif-

ference quotients tend to infinity. In the real case, they tend to positive infinity

or to negative infinity but not to both. In the complex case, the difference quo-

tients may spiral to infinity. This means the graph twists and thus is "thicker"

than a line. Even though this occurs only above a set of zero Lebesgue mea-

sure, the graph above this set need not have o -finite linear Hausdorff measure.

Indeed,

Theorem 2. The graph of f(x) = Y^k=§ellimkXInk where nk = 22 does not

have o-finite linear Hausdorff measure.

We will apply a theorem of Rogers and Taylor [ 15, Theorem 2], which implies

that if we construct a measure v on the graph of / so that

,(Ball[(x,/(x)),£])^0 ase^0/,.ae
e

then the graph does not have ct-finite linear Hausdorff measure. We begin by

showing that the /Vth partial sum of the derivative of f/(2ni), S2k=0e2n,"kX ,

approximates the symmetric difference quotient and looks very much like 2-

dimensional Brownian motion at time N. The measure v will be the projection

onto the graph of f of our conditional probability measure of the last section,

Q, on the probability space [0, 1].

Lemma 3. There exists a sequence of random variables 6k uniformly distributed

on [0,1] and defined on some probability space Q. and a measure theoretic

isomorphism T: Q. -* [0, 1] so that \e2ni"kX - (?27['<W7'"'->0| < 4n/nk for all x.

Proof. The proof is a slight modification of Hawkes (see Theorem 1 of [8]). We

write x in its diadic expansion, x = X1X2X3 ■ • • . The choice for the form of

the diadics is unimportant. Let x(k) denote the truncation xxX2 • • x2* . Note

that e2n'"kX<-k+X) depends only on the 2k through 2k+x terms of the diadic

expansion of x . Therefore, {Yk(x)} = [elnmkX^k+xs>} are independent random

variables over [0, 1] which approximate {e2ni"kX}, i.e. \e2mnkx_e2ninkx(k+i)^ <

2nnk/nk+] =2n/nk.
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We can approximate {nkx(k + 1)} by independent, uniform random vari-

ables. The proof follows directly from Hawkes [8, Theorem 1, p. 24], where his

ßk correspond to our nkx(k + 1) and his Nk correspond to our nk+x. We

include the argument for completeness.

Consider independent random variables {(pk} each uniformly distributed

over [0, 1]. Let 6k = (nk+x<pk) where (•) denotes taking fractional part. Then

{6k} are also independent and uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. Let yk =

[nk+X(¡)k]modnk where [•] denotes taking the integer part. Then \yk/nk-8k\ <

l/nk and {yk/nk} have the same joint distributions as nkx(k+ 1). Thus there
exists a measure theoretic isomorphism, T, from the probability space sup-

porting independent, identically distributed uniform random variables, {6k} ,

to [0, 1] so that \e^»kx(k+\) _ e2Ki8k(T-lx)\ < 2n/nk .   D

The random variables, {e2rt'ek}, can be embedded into 2-dimensional Brown-

ian motion, B(t,a>), in the standard fashion. That is, we introduce stop-

ping times rx(oj),x2(o)), ... so that xx = inf{t > 0: \B(t) - B(0)\ = 1}

and Xj = inf{t > Xj-\\ \B(t) - B(xj-X)\ = 1}. Since B(xk) - B(xk_x) is
uniformly distributed on the unit circle, we can introduce another measure

theoretic isomorphism, S, from the probability space supporting the Brown-

ian motion to [0, 1] so that B(xk, S~xx) - B(xk_x, S~lx) = e2*^1"1*) and

\B(xk , S-xx)-B(0, S-lx)-Y,kj=x e2nin'x\ < 4n . This implies that we can com-

pare the probabilities that Brownian motion and our partial sums stay away from

disks by the following inclusions:

{x: \B(t, S~xx)\ > I2n for all t < xn given B(0) = 100}

c ¡x:   100 + Y^(e2nin'x) > 8n for all k < n

c {x: \B(xk, S~lx)\ > 4n for all k < n given B(0) = 100}

c {x: \B(t, S~xx)\ > 371 for all t < x„ given B(0) - 100}.

In addition, the proof of the weak law of large numbers (see, for instance,

[7, p. 235]) shows that P{\xn/n - 1| > 1/2} = o(l/log«).

Together, these imply that conditioning the partial sums, 1100+¿~],=i (e2nin'x)\,

to stay way from 87i induces a probability measure Q on [0, 1], singular

with respect to Lebesgue measure, for which the partial sums to go to infinity

with Q-probability 1. The probability that Brownian motion has stayed away

from the disk of radius Sn up to time N starting from 100 is approximately

log TV/log 100. The behavior of the kth partial sum of f'(x) is the same at

all the points in the diadic interval of length l/n^ for all k < N. Thus, the
conditioning weights the intervals of length l/n^ on which the partial sums

have stayed away from the disk of radius 87i up to time N by approximately

log N/ log 100. That is, there exists constants c, C so that

log 100

C logN  -
x: 100 + J2(e2n'"jX)

j=i
> 871 for all k < N <C

log 100

logyV

We will make use of the following regularity condition on Q.  Let Im(k)

denote the interval [k/nm , (k + l)/nm). Also let Sk(x) = Y!)=x(e2nin¡x) ■
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QM(lm(k))

Lemma 4.  Q(Im(k)) < C(nm)~x(log m).

Proof. For M > m2, the conditioning up to time M yields a conditional

probability measure Qm on [0, 1] and

\{x £ Im(k): 1100 + Sj(x)\ > Sn for all j < M}\

|{xe[0, 1]: \100 + Sj(x)\ > Sn for all j < M}\ '

The proportion of x in Im(k) such that 1100 + S¡\ > Sn for all j < m is
zero if 1100 + Sj\ < 6n for any j < m and any x G Im(k). If 1100 + Sj\ > 6n
for all j < m and all x 6 Im(k) then the proportion of x in Im(k) so that

1100 + Sj\ > 671 for all j < M is the same as the proportion in [0,1] so that
1100 + Sj\ > 6n for all j < M - m given the same starting point. Note that

|Sm(x)| < m . Thus QM(Im(k)) is less than or equal to

(nm)-x\{x £ [0, 1] : \m+im + Sj(x)\ > 6n for all j < M - m}\

<C'(nm)-xlogM

clog 100/ log M

log(100 + m
<C"(Azm)-1(logm).   D

log(M - m)

We also need to know that these partial sums approximate the difference

quotients of our original function, /, as given in Theorem 2.

Lemma 5. There exists a constant K so that for all h £ [l/nk+x, l/nk], k > I,

f(x + h)- f(x - h) !
Sk(x)

2h
<K.

Proof. This is a straightforward combination of Proposition A in [1] and the

proof of Theorem 1 in [2]. Consider / as a function in the unit disk, i.e.

f(z) = Ejfcto z"k/nk- Proposition A in [1] says

J-(e2xi(8+h)j _ f^e2ni(8-h)^ I
sup
8,h

re2nief'(re2nie)
4nih

<KX,

for r= 1 -2h and ä < 1/2.
Following the proof of Theorem 1 in [2, p. 70], switching from the right

half-plane to the unit disk, we see that, for h £ [l/nk+x, l/nk] and r = l—2h,

k oo

\re2nief'(re2nW) - Sk(0)\ < J^(l - rn') + £ rn>

j=i j=k+l

k oo

<^(1-(1-!/„,)»>)+  Y^(l-l/nk+x)"'

7=1     k      j=k+\

< OO

for any lacunary series and in particular for nk = 22 .   D

Proof of Theorem 2. Anderson and Pitt [3] have shown that the graph of /

above an interval I = [a, b] is contained in a cylinder about the line connecting

(a, f(a)) to (b,f(b)) of radius 2||/||.|/|. For our function, ||/||, = 1.
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We now wish to apply the theorem of Rogers and Taylor. Let G(f) denote

the graph of /, i.e. {(x, f(x)) : x £ [0, 1]}. We define v as the projection of

Q onto the graph of f. For A c G(f), let v(A) = Q{x: (x, f(x)) £ A} .
Given e > 0, pick k so that (nk+x)~x < e < (nk)~x . Since \Sk+x(x) -

Sk(x)\ = 1, \Sk+x(x)-Sk+x(x(k + l))\ < 471, and Sk(x) approximates the slope
on the interval, the projection of Ball((x, f(x)), e) onto the x-axis yields an

interval I of diameter less than a constant multiple of e/\Sk(x)\. Thus,

u(Be(x, f(x))) < (2{ProjBall((x, f(x)), e)}

e e

Ï \J2 I QVk+2U)) :Projc|j4+2(7)    •

By Lemma 4, Q(Ik+2(j)) < Clog(k + 2)/nk+2 and the number of intervals of

length (nk+2)~l containing the projection, I, is less than nk+2\I\ plus possibly

two intervals for the ends. Consequently, the above is less than

c(í)(¿)l08(*+2>(2+"<«£)■

Since |Sfc | grows more rapidly than any power of log A; via Theorem 1, this

tends to 0 as k —> oo  (e-»0)  ß-a.e and so i/-a.e.   □

Consider h(x) = x/g(logx_1) where g satisfies S2logg(ee")/e" < oo so

that ß{|<S„| < g(n) i.o.} = 0. Replacing e with h(e) in the denominator of the

formula in the theorem of Rogers and Taylor, we see that v[B£(x, f(x))]/h(e)

—> 0 as e —► 0 i^-a.e. This implies via the same theorem of Rogers and Taylor

that the graph of / does not have o -finite m„ -measure. Upper bounds are not

as easy to obtain. One method might be to apply the good points-bad points
arguments of Taylor but we have not yet succeeded in doing so.
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